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THE WOQST.
Chinese Magic
tion. Students this term will
schedule their classes through their
advisor and the Registrar's Office
rather than the departmental
m stamps and the arena of the past
Robert Blair, the new registrar,
said he hopes the changes will im-
prove the scheduling process and
streamline registration. "In some
ways rm really attracted to it..In
some ways it's very appealing...!
think the pluses outweigh the
minuses," he said.
The new process would run like
this. Students will receive registra-
tion material in the mail around
November 4. The students would
then make an appointment with
their advisors and would fill out the
scheduling form at that time. The
t completed form would then be
returned to the registrars office no
later than November 20, 1985.
Scheduling would be done an a first
come first served basis within each
class. However, seniors would still
be read through the computer first
then juniors, sophomores and
freshmen would follow.
The completed scheduling forms
would include any alternate course
possibilities if a course should be
closed by the time the student's
sheet is read into the computer. But
there would still be time afterwards
to add classes ifnecessary.
"Basically it's a much better pro-cess...Stude- nts
who feel they get
cheated in terms of the time they
come in" will have a better chance
of getting the class they want
because of the first come first serv-
ed basis."It rewards the person who
is diligent in setting up and advising
appointment and following through
on it" Blair commented.
"Our error rate should be lower on
the scheduling forms as well"
m
J,
Tonight at 8 p.m., the College of Wooster Is in for a special treat, as the Chinese
Magic Revue of Taiwan performs inMcGaw Chapel. Tickets must be obtained in ad
vance for this event, and are free to College of Wooster students, and their sib
lings. The cost is $2.00 ner ticket for all not associated with the College. The
Chinese Magic Revue is under the direction of Hai Ken Tsai, and the; have been
touring all over the world to the thrill of audiences everywhere. The group
features acts of Kung Fu, Chinese magic, dance, spectacular trick cycling, and of
bourse, feats of remarkable acrobatics. Most of the performers in this group have been
training in these traditional oriental arts since they were children. The nature of their
performances demand that they all be in excellent physical condition, with pheno
menal flexibility being stressed. This group has received outstanding reviews from
such papers as 'The New York Times,' and the Los Angeles 'Daily Mirror and prom- -
ises to be a real thriller for all who attend. ;
Chmes oCaead for iregistfircotfion
Scheduling for classes will be dif
ferent this year, due to past pro-
blems with the arena style registra
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because there won't be so much
pressure during the time of registra-
tion, Blair continued.
Some of the reasons the process
was changed werethe physical
danger to students in that small
hallway (in Kitteridge)..we almost
had some physical injuries last
time." And "I received a number of
complaints from students about
pretty critical problems such as
-- .crowding. ..unfairness... and the
posaiblities for cheating." Blair
said.
Basically, everything will remain
the same, except the arena registra-
tion will be replaced by droppmg-of- f
the scheduling sheet in the
registrar's office. Students will have
more time to reschedule if they so
desire and there is not such a penal-
ty on those who for reasons of sports,
or other activities cannot register on
a specific day.
' IIUjU
"Food of the Future." That is how
commercial rabbit breeders view
rabbits. Currently in the U.S., there
is a large-scal- e push on to make rab-
bit meat acceptable to the American
public and to turn rabbits into the
next mainstream food source. This
effort is headed by rabbit meat pro-
ducers, processers, marketers, and
the 40,000-memb- er American rabbit
Breeders Association. If the
developing rabbit industry has its
way, America will soon have Ken-
tucky fried rabbit and bunny
burgers along with Big Macs.
Humans Against Rabbit Exploita-
tion (H.A.R.E.), an international
coalition of animal protection
groups throughout the UJS., Canada,
England, and Australia, is actively
engaged in a world-wid- e struggle to
HALT this industry before it makes
rabbits the next victims of intensive-eonfineme- nt.
factory farming.
HjLR.E. has brought the rabbit
breeding issue to the forefront of the
American consumers' attention
through numerous protests and
rallies in Washington, Colorado,
Ohio, Wisconsin, Connecticut Penn-
sylvania, Florida, Massachusetts,
and Texas.
HJLR.E. is now planning a major
rally in protest of the "Ohio Rabbit
School" being held on November 9,
at the Ohio State University's
OARDC Campus in Wooster. This
yearly gathering is sponsored by the
Poultry Science Department of OSU,
and attracts 300-40- 0 rabbit breeders.
Number I
iltesEiiGill fo speoCi on
Uinnfe cond CocistfraDOTis
Newsservices
Author Paule Marshall will ad-
dress "Gender, Race, Class-T- he
Limits of Personhood" at The Col-
lege of Wooster's Oct. 27 (Sunday)
Limits and Constraints Forum lec-
ture.
Her address, scheduled for 7:30
I p.m. in Freedlander Theater, is open
to the public without charge. The
Sublic is also invited to a receptioni Lowry Center's main lounge
following the address.
Marshall, a Guggenheim and Ford
Fellow, published her first novel,
"Brown Girl, Brownstones," in 1959,
which established her as a major
Afro-Americ- an writer of the 20th
century. "It ushered in a new period
of female characters in Afro-Americ- an
literature, for it merged
together qualities of earlier black
women's fiction with major
elements of black women's novels
that were to emerge in the 1970's,"
wrote Barbara T. Christian, who
authored "Black Women Novelists:
The Development of a Tradition."
Since her first publication, Mar-
shall has been actively writing.
Among her works are two novels:
"The Chosen Place, The Timeless
People" and "Praisesoag for the
Widow"; a novella, "Soul Clap
Hands and Sing"; and a collection of
early fiction, "Reena and Other
Stories." In addition she has written
various articles, short stories and
essays.
Marshall has been a visiting pro-
fessor of creative writing at the
University of Iowa, the University of
Massachusetts and Yale University.
Marshall also was the University of
California-Berkeley- 's Regents Pro-
fessor and an adjunct professor of
writing for Columbia University's
graduate program for the arts. Cur-
rently, she Is the Commonwealth
visiting professor at Virginia's Com-
monwealth University. Her most re-
cent awards include the Tribute to
Black Womanhood Award from
Smith College which she recieved in
1983 and a National Endowment for
Arts Grant, awarded in 1978. In ad-
dition she recieved the CBS Televi-
sion Workshop Award for Best Play
of the Year in 1980 for her adaptation
of "Brown Girl, Brownstones. '
i Marshall is a member of the
Author's Guild, Colombia Universi-
ty's Translation Center and the
Langston Hughes Society. She also
served as vice president for the PEN
American Center in 198344.
i Wooster's Limits and Constraints
Forum is bringing to campus na-
tionally recognised authorities like
Marshall to explore the nature of
limits or boundaries as they appear
to restrict our thoughts and imagina-
tion.
I
The next scheduled speaker after
Marshall is a New York University
professor of eommunieatioa arts
and media, Neil Postman, who will
address "The Limits of Culture."
His Oct 30 presentation will begin at
7:30 p.m. in Freedlander Theater.
H.A.R.E. to hold profeo
many of whom eome to learn the
latest techniques in intensive-confineme- nt
factory farming
methods of raising rabbits. The
featured speaker will be Debbie
Crawley, president of the American
Commercial Rabbit Association,
who will give a presentation entitled
"Commercial Rabbit Production."
and conduct workshops on raising
rabbits for far. Ms. Crawley is the
owner of a commercial rabbit fur
farm in Eudora, Kansas, and has
taken a leading role in working to
make rabbits the food and fur ox tne
future.
H.A.R.E. objects to the commer
cial production of rabbits in inten-
sive confinement units not only
because it involves extreme
physical and psychological depriva
tion and cruelty to rabbits, but also
because, like most factory farming
practices, it is a major contributor
to problems of human ill health,
ecological destruction, and the
perpetuation of world hunger
through waste of vital vegetable pro-
tein resources.
HJL.R.E.'s protest rally will begin
at 12:30 pm . on Saturday. Nov. 9, in
front of the Fisher Auditorium at the
Ohio Agricultural Research and
Development Center, on state route
250, one mile south of Wooster. It will
be attended by activists from all
over the state, representing animal
protection groups whieh are
members of the HJLR.E. coalition.
T '
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Give if a chance
Column By Ida Williams
If you've read the story on
of some of the changes that registration is going through
this year. These changes are part of what Robert Blair,
who is new himself after replacing former registrar Lee
Culp, says is the beginning of a general plan to overhaul
the registration process. Blair said he found the arena
style too Hurried, mat it
students themselves had shown concern over the
system. Ready to try something new, he has designed a '
temporary system of registration that will eliminate all
the immediate problems of arena scheduling.
This new system, described
the first page, you're aware
is really not that much of a change from the old one. TheT - .a t A til.scheduling forms are tne same ana tne meetings witn
vour advisors are the same. The only difference is that
the computer signs you up for the class instead of you
running from table to table in search of a stamp of ap-orov- al.
But the computer will take you in the order that
you turn in your schedule form so you are no longer at
the mercy of you advisor's last name and placing. Don't
worry, class priorities will still be maintained.
t si. tha ihiniT nnH
meone took a traditional practice on campus, analyzed
it and decided it was either valid as it already existed or
that changes should be made. There were problems
with the arena styie registration, it was crowucu, cuu--
fusing ana encouragea a
ther added to tne wnoie process, aiso, siuucau wum
. J aW a m 4cheat, Dy erasure or ouer meinoos, auu wuuxu tucoi, w
get the classes they wanted. Those students that were
aovotinn Hajoiia ftf thlptic ftf Other POTT- J-
causea proDiems ana tnat
in the story on page one,
think it's about time SO--
me -ursi. niuwue uii, nei
T rvcWC LA-f- -
on) reasj:"
mitments also suffered because they would either have
to find a mena to register ior tnem or weir scneuiumg
sheet would be taken around by a volunteer, with hopes
that no major decision regarding scheduling would have
to be made.
The new system avoids all that by making it the
students' responsibility to turn in their registration form
to the registrar. Thus, as Blair put it, the new system-"reward- s
the person who is diligent in setting up ad-
visory appointments and following through on it." I en-
courage all students, especially upperclassmen, to give
the new registration system a chance to work. Just
because it's new and different doesn't mean it should be
considered bad. This is an attempt to make the schedul-
ing process as fair and simple as possible. Give it a fair
chance.
CoKiESS To DAY VTt
"We HJko
'Reverse
Sexism'
biased and
inaccurate
Dear Editor,
Ida Williams' article "Reverse
sexism a problem as well" is a letter
so biased and inaccurate that it
necessitates an immediate
response. Williams' vague
statements and generalizations
trivialize many ideas and
achievments of the women's move-
ment on campus, the first being the
Women's Resource Center. The
Women's Resource Center grew out
of a need for recognition of sexism
and support of women's issues.
Williams uses it as an example of
sexism perpetuated against men
simply because she feels that
"social rules" do not allow their par-
ticipation.
"Social rules" which "should be
followed" are the only limitations
that Williams presents as hindering
men's freedom. She fails, however,
to satisfactorily define what these
rules are and who perpetuates them.
Not once does Williams present a
concrete example of sexism,
perpetuated against men, what she
calls "male sexism." In paragraph
five of Williams' article she presents
a specific situation where "social
rules" do not limit women. She
counters this with a hypothetical
situation for men: "If a male were
to ... rush a women's club the
eyebrows would rise." Williams
cannot claim that "The situation is
much different," because it is unfair
to compare a hypothetical situation
with an actual event. -
All grammatical errors aside,
Williams is correct in asserting that
sexism affects us all. Unfortunate-
ly, she fails to recognize that the
limitations presented in this article
apply to women as well as men, and
she ignores the serious conse-
quences of sexism perpetuated
against women, such as violence
against women. Williams stresses
that, "We should do our best to
recognize sexism."
This is good advice, although
hypocritical, for her own article is
essentially sexist.
Mala Leuders
LisaWishnok
Apology in
order for
vmc
Dear Editor,
I am writing to you concerning
your October 18 editorial on
"reverse" or "male sexism." There
are a number of issues I wish to ad-
dress in this letter.
First of all, I feel very strongly
that you owe an apology to the
Women's Resource Center staff as
1 well as to the many other people that
put a great deal of time and energy
into the preparation of Women's
Week. Several people's hearts and
souls went into organizing the event.
and to have you throw it back in
their faces is really quite insulting.
In addition, you take great liberties
in talking about the WRC and the
opinions of its staff. So far as I have
been able to ascertain, however, you
have never spoken to any of the
staff, nor have you attended any
organizational meetings or weekly
programs. Did you even attend any
of the major events of Women's
Week?
Next, I feel you completely
misunderstand the difficulties which
women and men face on this campus
as well as elsewhere. Women are
directly oppressed by a patriarchal
societal structure developed ages
Men are only indirectly oppres-a- sSo. a side effect of the oppression
of women.
Men are the ones who originally
designated certain personality traits
as feminine in an attempt to elevate
their own egos. This has the un-
fortunate side effect of closing off to
men the option of acquiring those
personality traits unless they wish to
be degraded along the same lines as
women are. When men choose to ex-
press their dominance over women
through such actions as rape, it is
women who get hurt, not men. Men
must deal with the fear that any
female friends whom they care
about may be raped, but women
must deal with the fear that they
themselves have a one in four
chance of being raped, and will like-
ly have to live through such an ex-
perience.
You mention in your article a few
problems which men have, but you
are apparently unaware of the
diificulties facing women. While it is
beyond the scope of this letter to go
into depth on the subject, I wish to
outline a few issues :
1) While men are oppressed only
by social norms, women are op-
pressed by social norms and written
laws.
2) Women earn only sixty percent
of men's salaries in identical jobs.
3) One out of every four women in
this country will be raped in her
lifetime.
4) There are no women on the
campus security patrol force.
5) The number of women faculty
on campus is greatly overshadowed
by the number of men.
6) Women faculty are usually
given only one or two year
nonrenewable contracts; this
napens far less frequently to men.
7) The number of men in ad-
ministrative and leadership posi-
tions on this campus and elsewhere
far exceeds the number of women.
S) Even women who are not raped
are very often sexually harassed.
) There are many more "singles"
on campus for men than for women.
Men's problems are merely side
effects of these and other oppres-
sions of women. That is why there is
a Women's Resource Center, but
none for men. Once women are
liberated, there will be no further
worknecessary to liberate rn. .
Alan B Goldblatt
We are all
victims of
socialization
Dear Editor,
Let me begin by saying that I am a
staff member dfthe WRC. and that I
get great sattsfaetin from my ex-
perience with the Center. However,
as I write this letter to the editor, I
want to make it dear that these
beliefs are my own, and do not
necessarily reflect those of the
Secondly, I want to assert that I
feel your concern of sexism
operating against men is a valid one
and I am glad that you have made an
effort to bring it to the attention oftk. tmm a all WAT
togther to destroy it However, I felt
that many of your statements were ;
vague or even unsubstantiated. For ,'
instance, you suggested that "social ;JtiaMnraffMi men from
wi. tmmKivmA with the WRC..M. v AUWVWrW. . I I . ikl.V wand men sam you coma am " w
one organization on campus where
women had a similar problem. Let
me suggest that women also are sukvject to "social rules" concerning the
WRC. These so-call- ed social rules
are not written, nor are they sup-
ported by the center, but the general
feelings on campus towards involve-
ment with the center are seemingly
alike for both men and women.
However, it seems safe to assert that
none of the people involved with the
WRC feel too ostracized, and we
even seem to be enjoying healthy in-
teraction with other students.
One issue I feel is particularly
worth discussion, however, is the
very link between socialization (i.e.
social rules) and sexism. Whether
Continued on Page s
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deliberate or not, I am under the im-
pression that your concern is that
men suffer greater social repercus-
sions than women as a result of Bex-la- m.
My concern is rather that we
are all victims of socialization. I
think that the only constructive ap-
proach is to attack these social rules
that limit us, not to make ourselves
concerned with who suffers more. I
think that progress might be much
greater if we simply reject the con-
cept of social rules, for by doing so,
we can all benefit, not only as men
and women, but also as individuals.
When we begin to think of people as
individuals whoare, by virtue of be-
ing humans, equally entitled to the
full benefits of human rights, which
include the pursuit of happiness, we
shall no longer be bound and limited
by social rules and sexism, racism
and otner Harmful prejudices.
Another point I would like to ad-
dress is my conviction that anyone
who feels that she or he has not suf-
fered from sexism is unaware of the
subtle manifestations of sexism.
Without even trying I am able to cite
two examples of sexism which we all
encounter in everyday living: sex-
ism in language and sexism in
advertising. Sexism is limiting and
destructive, and regardless of how
4 overt and-o-r explicitly harmful it appears, it is a proDiem wnicn needs u
be corrected.
In conclusion I would like to reaf-
firm that I am not claiming that men
do not experience the effects of sex-
ism. I only wish to have added my
perspective on the issue while pro-
posing a means of making construe-tivechang- e.
There are sacrifices in-
volved in effecting the change, but
r n a 1 .W Vwomen aiisc, arc urtuy wwiui m
fort.
Jennifer Simmons
OFCPURSEwtCfiMfiNPrw
A 06 IM OUR e- -
Gender
expectations
a valid
concern
Dear Editor,
I might not call it "Reverse Sex-
ism." The culturally and socially
imposed gender expectations, limits
and pressures males experience are
a valid concern and a vital aspect of
any repudiation of sexism, male and
female. Feminists, female and
male, seek to free individuals,
female and male, from the gender-base- d
operating assumptions impos-
ed on complex human behavior and
experience. Unequal funding of stu-
dent sports is a manifestation of sex-
ism.
Where is "Men's Week"? In the
midst of a much deserved opportuni-
ty to celebrate the many socially
unrecognized or unhonored aspects
of women's experience, it is temp-
ting to laugh somewhat defensively
and self consciously and point out
that there are fifty-on- e "men's
weeks". First of an "Women's
Week" is an occasion for everyone to
share in and to celebrate women's
experience. Recognizing women's
experience provokes appropriately
and fortunately, concern with male
experience of sexism. I support
heartily those who recognize these
social and cultural pressures and ex-
pectations and want to establish a
"Ifen's Resource Center", one to ex-
plore and support other men in ex-
plaining thoughts and options to
break through those limits. The
issues are complicated and more
complex than those to which
Williams alluded to in last week's
editorial. The Women's Resource
Center does offer a place for women
to find support and resources in fac-
ing these issues.
Laurie J.Campbell
SuRE A JOS FtR Va
in 1972, the Board of Trustees of
The College of Wooster adopted a
policy on social responsibility regar-
ding its investments. In 1981, a
specially appointed committee of
the Board reviewed and updated this
policy.
The Investment Committee is
responsible for the implementation
of this Policy and reports annually to
the Board of Trustees regarding
such implementation.
The principal activities of the
committee related to implementa-
tion of this policy have been (1) the
consideration of and voting on
shareholder proxy questions
relating to social issues and (2) con-
sideration of the complex issues
relating to the involvement of U.S.
companies in South Africa and the
College's ownership of securities of
some of these companies.
Proxy Issues
The Committee carefully con-
siders all questions contained in the
annual proxy statements of com-
panies in which it owns shares. Par-
ticular attention is paid to questions
relating to social issues. These
issues are carefully analyzed and
discussed and voted on in a manner
consistent with the Board of
Trustees Policy on Social
RespnsibiUty.
South Africa
The Investment Committee has
spent much time during the past
year considering the issues related
to our investment in U.S. companies
who have operations in South Africa.
The College' subscribes to the
South African Review Service,
published by the Investor Respon-
sibility Research Center. This ser-
vice rates compliance by individual
companies with the Sullivan prin-
ciples. Three companies held in our
endowment on June 30th 1885 have
been identified as having low or
questionable ratings, and these com-
panies have been contacted to obtain
further information regarding their
South African activities. The Invest-
ment Committee has examined this
wwww' T
. - i
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information and concluded that
these companies appear to be acting
in a responsible manner in South
Africa. However, additional
.
in-
formation is being sought and the
Committee will continue to evaluate
the policies and practices of these
companies in South Africa. Pro-
cedures are also in place to monitor
all companies in the investment
portfolio on a continuing basis.
Various members of the Invest-
ment Committee have met with
students in May of 1985 and again in
October of 1985. We heard the
students' position on the various
issues and their recommendations
for an immediate and total divest-
ment of the securities of any com-
pany with operations in South
Africa.
After reviewing the question
again, the Investment Committee
continues to believe that such a total
divestment is not an appropriate
response. We believe that the in-
volvement of responsible U.S. com-
panies in South Africa can have a
positive influence on developments
in South Africa, and despite their
limited power to affect the course of
events, their contribution is more
positive than negative. Further, the
Committee believes that the College
can be more effective in influencing
the course of events by maintaining
its participation in these companies
through the corporate governance
nrocess rather than by selling our in
vestments. In the view of the Com- -
TheIMter's M
Coming Home
Column by Andrew Mayer
I step off the wighiand Avenue bus
and watt slowly towards my home
on the College of Wooster campus. It
has been a long day for me, I started
from New Jersey at 9 a.m. and have
not arrived in Wooster until
sometime after six. Nothing has
really changed. The trees have
begun to lose leaves over the
weekend, but for the most part they
are still full of their fall colors. I
bash open the front door of Babcock
with my foot and walk in. Climbing
the steps to my room I am desperate
to put down my bags. I have no one
to blame but myself, I purchased a
lot of things while I was In New
York, and carrying all of it back to
Wooster is a Just punishment for my
overindulgence.
I open the door and spill
everything onto the floor, and as I
crash onto the bed I try to ignore
that my room is a mess, that I have a
paper due at 9:30 the next morning,
that due to People's Airlines over-
booking aU flights I have missed all
my Monday classes, and that I have
a suitcase of dirty laundry and no
clean clothes to wear. I can only
wonder what madness caused me to
go home in the first place. "To see
the trees and drink some apple
cider," says some inner voice. And
it's true that had a lot to do with it.
Some strange form of homesickness
I seem to get at this time of year that
makes me want to head to the
"home is where the heart is" place.
Besides the apple cider, I also wat-
ched a lot of television, even though I
detest ninety percent of everything I
see on the tube. A hypocrite,
however, has never been something
that I have denied being. But televi-
sion at best is a distraction that is
part of going home, not the real
mittee, divestiture of our holdings in
these companies, while symbolic,
would accomplish little, if anything
and would reduce the influence of
those concerned about apartheid.
We intend to continue to monitor --
the level of compliance of individual
companies with the Sullivan prin-
ciples or their equivalent and re-
main prepared to sell specific
securities if we are not satisfied with
a company's policies and practices
in South Africa.
The Investment Committee has
recommended that a small commit-
tee of students be formed to meet
with the administration in the Spring
for the purpose of reviewing and
discussing the significant social'
issues contained in the Proxy
Statements of companies in which
the College owns shares. This group
would be encouraged to make
whatever comments and sugges-
tions it deemed appropriate to the
Investment Committee for our con-
sideration in voting these proxy
issues.
The Investment Committee also
hopes to continue its dialogue with
students and other interested parties
on campus regarding South African
issues.
Submitted by James R. Wilson,
Trustee Investment Chairperson .
reason I went back. To me nothing
will ever match the fall back east.
Every year I try to make it back
home before it becomes Just a
memory in brown leaves.
Painful as I thought it would be to
get back, I feel almost complacent
as I lounge on my unmade sheets.
Somehow it is almost as pleasant to
come back as it was to get away.
That seems strange to me. After a
year and a half of hating Carnegie
Mellon I am surprised I can feel af-
fection for any school. But I've
made a lot of friends this second
semester at Wooster, and people
even seem to be enjoying my col-
umn. I'm starting to feel like I real-
ly belong here.
I pun myself off the bed and begin
to open my bags scattering dirty
laundry, books, magazines, and
toiletries across the floor, giving the
room a sort of "post holocaust" am-
bience.
I can only hope my roomate can ap-
preciate the care I take with my
redecorating, as my clothes seem to
be swallowing the floor.
As I separate my wash into lights
and darks, I begin to talk to myself.
'Tm really back," I sigh. And then I
suddenly realise that it is almost
seven o'clock on a Monday night.
"My column!" But it's too late, it
has just become a part of an ever
list of things that are not go-
toSwingget done. "People gave
already been giving me hell for not
doing it the week before."
And as I begin to believe that there
might even be the remotest possibili-
ty of getting aU my work done, I
remember that I have an art project
due on Friday. I pick up a decidedly
non-academ- ic book and head for the
bathroom.
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By Nancy Johnson
Neil Postman win be speaking as
part of the "Limits and Constraints"
forum on Wednesday, October 30 at
7:30 p.m. in Freedlander Theater.
His speech is entitled "The Limits of
Culture." Neil Postman is a pro-
fessor of Comunleation Arts and
Sciences at New York University
and is a holder of the Christian Land-bac- k
Award for Excellence in
Teaching. He is also the editor of Et
Cetera, the Journal of General
Semantics as well as the author of
fifteen books, including Teaching as
a Subversive Activity, Language in
America and Teaching as a Conserv-
ing Activity.
During the late IMO's and early
1970's, Neil Postman was one of the
most vocal figures in the call for
radical education reform. Postman,
along with Charles Weingartner,
argued that "an educational
establishment indentured students
to 'years of servitude in a
totalitarian environment' and
disabled them for life in the era of
mass communications."He believed
that effective chances in schools
'Leadership and liberal Learning' to
be a nevj course
By Carrie Allison
How do leaders lead? Where will
our next feneration of leaders come
from? How can a liberal arts eol--
icgci auvu mm uic vwuuc ui n uuatcr.
educate future leaders? These are
some of the questions that the Col
lege will address in the Spring
Semester, 1988, when it offers a
three-pa- rt program, "Leadership
and Liberal Learning." Dr. James
Hodges of the History Department
will teach the first component of the
program, a seminar stressing an
"interdisciplinary effort" to ex
amine leadership. He emphasizes
the fact that, although liberal arts
colleges are dedicated to producing
leaders, few nave an "explicit
course on leadership." The Col
lege's ambitious program reflects
an "effort to make much more ex
plicit the concern that a good liberal
arts college ought to have with
leadership."
This view certainly coincides with
the goal of Vice-Preside- nt of
Academic Affairs. Donald Harward.
who originally suggested the pro
gram. He submitted a proposal to
the Henry Luce Foundation in New
York City in order to obtain the
necessary funding. Henry Luce was
the founder of Time magazine and
Time Incorporated, which currently
publishes the magazine. He also
served as a member of the College's
Board of Trustees, a position which
lus son, Henry Luce HI, now holds.
The Henry Luce Foundation funds
numerous projects undertaken by
institutions of higher education. The
College recieved 8140,000. and the
money will cover the expenses in
curred by the students who will
observe leaders firsthand in the field
experience component of the pro
gram. This funding will also cover
the cost of bringing in speakers for
the symposium component, in addi-
tion to making possible the hiring of
a part-tim- e director of the field ex-
perience component, Laurel Seeds.
would have to come from within,
from teachers and students.
Postman first spoke out for
radical reform when be published,
along with Charles Weingartner,
Teaching as a Subversive Activity in
Its. He contended that schools at
that time discouraged students from
learning by barring them from the
learning process and by force-feedi- ng
them trivial facts. Postman
believed that the purpose of schools
should be to foster a "new educa-
tion" in which students would
develop into inquiring, creative and
tolerant people who could formulate
new ideas to meet changes in their
environment. In 1971, Postman and
Weingartner turned their attention
to the student in their book The Soft
Revolution. This book was designed
as a handbook for students on educa-
tional change. The purpose of The
Soft Revolution was not to overthrow
the system, but to illustrate a varie-
ty of methods that could be used to
hasten educational change. The
goal of the "soft revolutionary" (the
student) was to renew and
reconstruct educational institutions
The seminar, according to
Hodges, will cover a wide range of
perspectives on leadership. General
topics to be explored will include an
explanation of the meaning of
leadership, a glance backward at
past leaders throughout history, the
Esycnoiogical aspects of leadership,sadersnip skills, values and their
relation to leadership, and the poten
tial for creativity In leadership. An
essential part of the seminar will be
its interdisciplinary aspect
Leadership will be observed from
tne particular perspectives of such
departments as History. Sociology.
Black Studies, Philosophy, Women's
studies, and Literature, among
outers, this wui onng professors
from these departments to the
seminar classroom. Political
Science professor Eric Hoskowitz
will be examining presidential
leadership. Imaginative leadership
win oe explored by David Moldstad
of the English Department Speak-- j
ing on the psychological aspects of
leadership will be the Psychology
Department's Jo-Ell- en Asbury. For
a philosophical perspective Richard
Bell will discuss the ethics of leader--
ship. These are only a few of the pro--i
lessors who will be contributing
men particular expertise.
The field experience will take
place over the Spring Break with
each student observing an establish- -
ed leadefromthree to five days. Thej
leaders will come from such areas
as industry, government, service
agencies, the military, museums
and art settlements and numerous
others. The leaders will meet per-
sonally with students, and students
will closely evaluate their activities.
This experience will provide a
crucial link between the learning of
facts in the classroom and the actual
observation of those facts in action.
Students will return to the classroom
ready to talk and write of their ex
periences.
without the use of violence.
With the publishing of Teaching as
a Conserving Activity in 1979,
Postman reversed his philosophy
and became a defender of conser
vatism in schools. He argued that
schools now had to conserve a stable
learning environment to counter the
fragmented education offered by the
electronic media. Schools, ac-
cording to Postman, must
reestablish themselves as honored
places of learning. This would be ac-
complished through dress codes for
students and teachers, and the for-mallsati- on
of the mode of language
used in schools. He is against any-ca- lls
for allowing minorities to use'
their own language in schools,
dismissing these calls as coming
from liberal education critics who
"in some curious way wish to ex-
press their solidarity with those who
are less capable."
Postman has been praised by
critics for his ability to adapt to the
changing needs of education, and '
perhaps has overcome a constraint
himself by allowing himself to
change hij mind. .
The program will culminate with
the National Symposium on the cam
pus during the days of Ifay 8, K and j
10. Leaders and scholars of leader
ship will offer their views on the subject and the general public, as well
as students, win be free to attend.
This event is intended to tie together
the Semester's examination of
leadership and spark further in--
dividual examination.
So far. says Hodges, thirty
students have applied for the fifteen
available slots within the program.
Many more have expressed an in
terest For those who cannot gain
admittance in the upcoming Soring
Semester, the program will also be
held the following spring. Hodges ,
encourages all students to apply,
hoping for a great deal of diversity mamong participants. He grins en-- -
thusia stlcally, pointing out that
leaders come in all shapes and sizes
with different styles in different
situations. He adds, "Leaders don't
always have 3.9 averages." His en
thusiasm is contagious as he men-
tions the "hot list" of thirty leaders,
to be contacted as participants in the
neid experience component
He is convinced that this program
will add new dimensions to the Col
lege's educational experience as
students take advantage of the uni- -que opportunity to "contrast what
they're observing with what they've
been reading about'
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I Trustee weekend has come andgone. The trustees reaffirmed their
I current investment policy as moral
Aind effective. They argued that U.5
corporations, especially those
following the Sullivan Code, are
positive forces for change in South
Africa. They claim that their policy
antes compliance to the Sullivan
Code. They did decide to allow a ten
students to participate in the proxy
voting that the College engages in as
a stockholder. It is important to
point out that debate does take place
among the trustees on uu issue.
lSome trustees indicated a desire to?ji i - " 111 1uveal aiong we sum van i-u-ue.
However, no one indicated a desire
for total divestment. Open channels
of communication were urged by
several trustees. Keep at it, we were
urged.
One positive thing that came out ox
the meetings with the trustees was
the better understanding of the other
side each group got Despite our bet
ter understanding of their position.
we still have fundamental
disagreements with their position
To begin with, we do not see U.S
corporate involvement as a pro
gressive force, but as a perpetuating
force. The Sullivan Principles,
though good In principle, are ineffec
tive in their implementation ana
meaningless for the current political
situation. Unfortunately, the basic
argument of the students, that we
see an inconsistency between the
principles of the college and its prac
tices. in this case with respect to in
vestments, was dismissed as not ap-
plicable and IQogicaL
I would like to take this opportuni--
tafeos behalf of SCN. to thank the
Black Student's Association for their
efforts and support this past
weekend in dealing with the
trusteed. The trustees will be back.
and so will we.
'Cherry Orchard' revieived
Review by Nancy Johnson
"The Cherry Orchard" by Anton
Chekov opened its four-da- y run
Wednesday night The College of
Wooster Theatre Department
presentation, directed by Bill
DeLuca, featured students, pro-
fessors and Wooster commuinity
members in a well-execut- ed per-
formance of Chekov's play.
Chekov's comedy in four acts
takes place in Russia at the turn of
the century. It addresses the pro-
blems that men and women must
confront in their constant struggle
with changes occuring around them
and within them. Chekov's
characters must deal with a world
that is in a constant state of flux and
at the same time shed the remnants
of a past that they are no longer a
part of. Some of the characters look
to the future with with a sense of
challenge, envisioning a new life.
Others cannot shake themselves of
the oast and can only hope to muddle
through the present , or perish. "The
world is moving around them,"
remarked Deluca at a discussion
held after the play. This movement
in time and the changes confronting
the characters were superbly ream
ed bv the set and light design.
created by Dale E. Seeds. The set
was snarse and without wans,
heightening one's awareness of the
story and suggesting just enough for
the audience to imagine and inter-pret without the contrictions of
scenery overkill. Scene changes
were innovative, involving east
members to illustrate the changing
world in which they were no longer a
part of. The costumes, designed by
Kim Vaughn, excellently portrayed
the period in which the play takes
place. .....
"The Cherry Orchard" revolves
around the imminent sale of the
estate of Madame Ranevskaya and
the reactions of the characters to
this change in their world. Each
character must confront the past,
either by coping with it and moving
on, or by being smothered by it. Ray
McCall's portrayal of the crusty old
valet Firs, is poignant in its illustra
tion of refusal to let go of the past
and accept the future. Kenny won,
as the student Trofimov, also turn-
ed in a fine performance. He suc-
cessfully combined Trofimov s
idealism and radicalism with his
apathy into a believable character.
The past in Chekov's play is sym-- j
bolized by the Cherry Orchard onl
Mamdame Ranevskaya's estate.
Trofimov views it as the embodi-- t
ment of a past that must be changed,
but Madame Ranevskaya and heri
brother Gayev, cling to the Cherry
Orchard as a physical reminder of
happy and innocent times. Denise
Young was believable as the highly
emotional Madame saner
skaya.who bemoans the death of the
past yet meets the future. There is,
however, a very fine line between
high emotions and histrionics, made
more difficult to grasp by Ranev
skaya's chameleon-lik- e ability to do
an about-fac-e with her emotions at
every situation that arises. Young
crossed this line several times, but
all in all did an admirable job in a
difficultpart David Drumm playing
Gayev, caught the essence of his
character of a man who cannot let go
of the past while making half-
hearted attempts to do so. His
characterization projected Gayev's
apathy in letting go of a dying era.
Steven Price gave a fine per
formance as Lopakhin, a merchant!
He particularly shlned during his
VJatercolor, pen, inhclos
The Wooster Community Center
wm offer a Watercolor-Pe-n and Ink
class on Wednesday evening. Oc-
tober 30. 1985, from 7:00 to 10:00p.m.
at the Center (214 South Bever
Street).
This a great class for those who
don't know how to paint! Libby
Smafles will show you how to com-
plete a water color and then pen and
ink the details. AU materials are in--
- -
--
1
.
Iciuded in the course fee. See sample
pictures in the Community Center
Idisplay case.
The fee for the three-ho-ur class isjust $13.00. Class size is limited so
early registration is recommended.
For. additional information con-
tact trie Wooster Community Center
atZ89-3S0- 7.
relevation that he had bought the
cherry orchard and in his interac-
tion with Varya, Ranevskaya's
adopted daughter. Their complex
relationship was excellently por
trayed in all its facets by Price ana
Emflie Storrs. who played Varya.
Storrs turned out an especially fine
performance throughout the play.
Chekov called his play a comedy.
and indeed there are many moments
of humor in "The Cherry Orchard".
The comic subtleties found in
Chekov were skillfully realized by
DeLuca and his cast Timothy Klein
as Yepikhodor. the clerk, gave a fineperformance, imoioing nis
character wen with a dignity of ab
surdity. Dorothy Byers turned in an
excellent performance as tne stoic ai
and slightly eccentric governess
Charlotte. Ken Trunkas' Pishchick
gave a fine performance as were the
performances oi jcnmier vyxsira
as . Anya, Tom Ferrer as Yasha,
and Racheue Goriand as Dunyasna.
Under the astute and creative
directing of Bill DeLuca, Wednesday
night's production of "The unerry
Orchard" displayed excellent craft
smanship and a clear perception oi
Chekov's work. Concepts of time ana
space were treated delicately so as
to allow the audience to think beyond
the time limits of the show itself.
I congratualate the crew an a
tightly run play and their care in
avery aspect of the Wednesday
presentation. "The Cherry Or-
chard" was done wen, thanks to the
many hours of work and the dedica
tkm of everyone involved.
The Cherry Orchard" has two
more performances, tonight and
tomorrow. The show Is free to Col
lege students.
Tli Wnnmtmr CAmmmttv Center
win offer a slide program of South
America on Tuesaay, novemoer a,
IMS. at 7:30 p.m. at the Center (241
South Bever Street).
v BTeU will show slides of
South America, the land of exquisite
sarh mirinff mountains, tangle
forests, and the carnival spirit of
Samba and Bossa Nova.
,dl$ JAucl. (pVuwA yoor fie
Loivry Art Exhibit
By William Townsend and John P.
Wiese
Just what are those colorful draw
ings exhibited on the Lowry Center
art wall?
The 57-oie-ce exhibit of colored pea
and pencil comic strips is called The
Cosmic Comedy, and is the work of
artist K. E. Sackett Sackett is a
resident of Detroit Michigan, and
will be exhibiting his artwork here
from October 20-Novem-ber 2. I
The pieces in this exhibit first
strike the viewer by their colorful
content The colors used work well
together in their complimentary and
contrasting shades and hues.
Theblending between colors Is well
executed. The cartoon effects make
the works pleasing to the eye, but the
entire arrangement is somewhat
trivial.
As viewers, one can become lost
as to what statement if any, is being
made by the artwork. Certainly the
use of the artist's own fictitious
language along with the pieces con
taining English ciasn. Tne use oa
comics is often intended to pspduee
emotions and rea ctions in the viewer
in a pleasing or disturbing fashion.
The cosmic comedy is somewnat
disturbing because ox the overly
repetitious shapes and sequences
which bombard the viewer with no
obvious meaning other than to sag
gest a study in form, shape and col
or.
In my pinlon(WMT). the
highlight of the show is a piece titled
3--D Comie which begins to show a
new face to comics in that it is three- -
dimensional. This is not frequently
used in comics and Sackett should
be applauded for expanding off the
two-dimensio- nal plane. Continued
exercises m this area saouu prove
wellwprthwfcOe.
South American slide
Photocranhv and travel
khuslasts are invited to attend. Ad
mission is free but pre-regisrati- on is
required.
For additional Information con-ta- rt
the Wooster Community Center
at 2O-520-7.
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Alletu tfo pireseinitf Conuoccovooini
By Carrie Allison
Writing is seen as the means to
nomeroos more significant ends by
most teachers and students, ac-
cording to Professor Michael Allen.
Allen is a graduate of the College of
Wooster who went on th earn an M.
A. and Ph. D. from Indiana Univer-
sity. He is starting his third year as a
member of the English Department
and head of the Reading and Writing
Center here at Wooster. The
misconception which he cites is at
the root of the various fallacious
ideas concerning writing that he will
address on Tuesday, October 29th at
11:00 a.m. in Mateer. His Convoca-
tion is entitled "All I Have To Do Is
Write It Up: Misconceptions About
Writing."
His subject is one which he admits
does "not necessarily excite interest
among a lot of students." This
reveals another misconception
about writing, that it is boring and
only to be done at 11:00 a.m. on the
morning that the paper you've been
1 1
;
,9x roue
M9.
putting off is due.
But writing can be, and is, much
more than that, and Allen is deter-
mined to prove this.
His Convocation will be a
"clarification of the role of writing."
This "clarification" is needed in
order to make plain the strategy and
goals that the Reading and Writing
Center is pursuing and to raise the
quality of writing instruction in the
wide range of Wooster curricula.
Allen will discuss' general
misconceptions about writing in an
effort to demonstrate the central
role that writing should occupy in
education. To this end he supports
the Educational Policy Committee's
decision to require all incoming
freshmen to take one course which
specifically stresses writing as one
small step forward on the way to
recognition from educators of the
importance of writing. He hopes to
see an end to what he calls the "Bob-
by Knight school of writing." This
view of writing was best revealed in
jJL-
-
a statement oy basketball coach
Bobby Knight that students learn
writing in second grade and then go
on to more important things.
Allen's subject is of crucial im
portance in that we are now follow-
ing the "dangerous notion" that
thought and language are separate.
"We consider writing instruction
always to be remedial, and that's not
realistic," he says. Life continually
demands writing skills from us all,
and he adds, "We have to prepare
students for those demands."
Chances are good that you are one
of the majority who consider writing
to be a chore. Allen offers you a
chance to see how much more it is.
After all, without language, what
would your liberal arts education
consist of? Allen will attempt to
dear away popular misconceptions
and points out that "You don't know
something until you can say it, until
you can write it"
Wilson Bookstore
Present This Coupon For
10 Discount On Any Purchase
.
Expires Novemberl, 85
2
Short Story Contest
Creative writers are invited to
enter the IMS Raymond Carver
Short Story Contest sponsored by
Humboldt State University.
The winner will recieve a $250
cash prize and publication in "Toyon
'88," Humboldt's literary magazine.
Submissions are limited to one un-
published, fictional story, not to ex-
ceed 25 double-space- d pages. Two
copies of the manuscript should be
sent with the author's name, address
and title of the story, typed on a
cover sheet. Deadline is December
1,1985.
Entry fee is $5 payable to the Ray-
mond Carver Short Story Contest.
All entries should be mailed to
Carver Contest, care of Department
of English, Humboldt State Univer-
sity, Areata, CA 95321. For informa-
tion call (707)828-375-8.
Writers should also include two
self-address- ed, stamped envelopes
for notification of receipt of
manuscript and announcement of
winners and runners-up- .
Manuscripts will not be returned.
The Judge for the 1S88 Raymond
Carver Short Story Contest is
Charles Baxter. Baxter is an author
who has redeved a National Endow-
ment for the Arts (NEA) Grant and
a Guggenheim Fellowship. His
stories have been published in such
anthologies as "The Best American
Short Stories 1982," edited by John
Gardner, and in "The Pushcart
Prize VO: Best of the Small
Presses."
Baxter is the author of two books
ofpoetry called "Chameleon," and
The South Dakota Guidebook." His
collection of short stories, "Har-
mony of the World," was the first
place winner of the sixth annual
Associated Writing Program award .
series in short fiction 1984.
"Through the Safety Net," Baxter's
second collection of short stories,
was published in 1985.
The HSU contest has been
established in the name of award-winnin- g
writer and Humboldt State
alumnus Raymond Carver.Carvers books include
"Cathedral" "What we Talk AboutWhen We Talk AboutLove, ""Fires," and "Will You
Please Be Quiet, Please?," which
was nominated for a national book
award.
Carver is a Guggenheim Fellow
and was awarded NEA grants for
both fiction and poetry. He recently
left his teaching position at Syracuse- -
University to accept a five-ye- ar
Strauss Livings Grant, which allows
Ihim to write full-tim- e.
Westminster to present
pecial speakers
Westminster Presbyterian Church
will present a Sunday morning
series: "Preaching for Peacemak- -
outstanding Presbyterian
leaders in the area of peacemaking
will preach in MeGaw Chapel on
November 3, 10, and 17.
On November 3, the Reverand Dr.
Dana Wflbanks, Professor of Chris-
tian Ethics, the Illinois School of
Theology and - editor of The
Peacemaking Struggle: Militarism
and Resistance will be the guest
speaker.
The Reverand Jan Orr-Harte- r,
Associate Pastor, West-Par- k
Presbyterian Church, New York Ci-
ty will preach on Sunday, November
10. The Rev. Orr-Hart- er is the Co-foun-der
of the Nuclear Freeze Cam
paign in 1880.
The third guest wui be the
Reverand Robert L. Brashear, Ex-
ecutive Director. South Hills Inter-fait- h
Ministries,:- - Pittsburgh. Pa.
The Reverend Brashear- - is a
graduate of The College of Wooster
ana xaie Divinity school.
The "Preaching for Peace" series
will hopefully be an opportunity for
this community to engage in serious
consideration of issues related to
peacemaking especially during the
weeks proceeding the Geneva Arms
Limitation talks.
The Wooster community Is invited
to attend. Services are held at 10:30
a.m. Sundays in MeGaw Chapel on
the campus of The College of
Wooster.
FALL TRUNK SHOW
appaqcWo Shoes
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Three days only
b OFF
October 23-2- 6
West Liberty Street Daily 9:30 to 5:30pper level Barney iehm n' Monday and Friday until
VIVCWS
Open (louse
WCWS will be sponsoring an open
boose from 10 p.m. until 12 p.m. on
Saturday, October 26 for parents and
professors. Parents and professors
e are encouraged to attend this
Parent's Weekend activity. The
open house will provide a chance for
students' parents and professors to
meet some of the line-sta-ff at WCWS
and see the station in action. Those
who stop be will get more of an
understanding of how the station
operates, what it has to offer, and
changes that have oecured at the
station during the pase year.
The open house will be at the sta-
tion, on the second floor of Wishart
HalL
I.S. Awards
nine seniors have been awarded
monies to support their Independent
Study projects, according to F.W.
Cropp, Chairman of the Joyce Foun-
dation Selection Committee.
The nine students are: Jonathan
Becker, Cynthia Burns, Buss Miller,
Jasmin! Batman, Bobyn Slagle,
Richard Stern, Tracy Upton, Kevin
Weeks, and Amy Wilson.
The deadline for other students in-
terested in applying for the Joyce
Foundation grants is November 4.
Applications should be addressed to
F.W. Cropp, Chairman of the Com-
mittee, along with a supporting
statement from the faculty adviser.
The purpose of the grants is "to
develop and offer an oppitkmal
enhancement of IS. projects which
would permit students access to na-
tional resources through travel to
specific libraries, interviewing ma- -
tor figures in a field, using nauonal-- -
lyreputetfsholarsajfreadersoftheir
theses, etc. The resulting research
would assure professional quality
and likely publication (or ap--
recognition) for the pro-ec- t"Siropriate
More details about grants are
available from faculty advisers.
Members of the selection commit-
tee are David Guldin, Joanna
James, and John Wells.
Farrell
and Farrell
to perform
Newsservices
Contemporary Christian music is
coming to The College of Wooster
Friday, November 1, when Farrell
and Farrell, a group led by a hus-
band and wife team, performs on
campus. The concert will be at 7:30
p.m. at McGaw Chapel.
General admission is $8. Students i
will be admitted for $3. Tickets are
available at the College's Lowry
Center and at Loaves and Fishes
Bookstore in Wooster, and also will
be sold at the door the night of the
performance. The concert is co--
sponsored by the College's Wooster
Christian Fellowship and WWST.
The Farrell' s, backed by several
musicians, are well-know-n in Chris
tian music. Their most recent album
is "Jump to Conclusions."
Th KnMiPth Israel Temole
Sisterhood is sponsoring their 16th I
annual Antique snow ana saie on
Saturday, Oeotober 28 from 6 p.m. to
10 p.m. and Sunday, October 27 from
11 a.m. to 5 p.m. in the OAR DC
Fisher Auditorium on Route 83S in
Wooster, Ohio.
The CPS Puzzle
ACR083
1 Son food
4 Exhausted
9 Pet-
als Ventilate
13 Singing voice
14 Possessed
15 Small rooms
17 Repeal
19 Contest
20 Health resorts
21 Farm building
23 Return to the
27 Conducts
29 Goddess of
-- discord
30 Note of scale
31 Limb
32 European
capital
34 Weaken
35 Symbol tor
nickel
36 Hindu queen
37 At that place
39 Left
135 Beall Wooster
1020 W. High Orrvllle
42 Pertaining to
an era
43SlmHar
44 Egyptian
dancing girt
46 Little
Cut
51 Dine
52 Choice part
54 Guldo's high
note
55 Exist
56 Tropical fruit: pi.
57 Crafty .
DOWN
1 Ooccasin
2 BeRl
3 Syllabus
4 Stalk
5 An Apostle
6 Abstract being
7 Negative
8 Cistercian monk
9 The ones here
10 Pale
11 Unusual
16 Pulverized rock
18 Charts
20 Hindu garment
21 Gentle
22 Eagle's nest
24 Weird
25 Macaw
26 Repulse
28 Glistened
33 Poker stake
34 Mexican shawls
36 Shore bird
38 Fiber plant
40 Piece of
dinner are
41 Italian poet
45 Falsehoods
48 Ocean
47 Deface
48 Pose for portrait
49 Cloth measure
50 Period of time
S3 Note of scale
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gREDKEN
Shampoo & Haircut
Id!
Regularly $950
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BosweD, life ofJohnson (1775)
You can find a wealth of
information from the Federal Government
at Depository libraries. Contact your
local library.
The Federal Depository
library Program
Office of the Public Printer, Washington, DC 20401
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1 Westminster Presbyterian Church
"the congregation-in-residenc- e on campus"
I Barbara Dua, Minister
Steven M. Wffiiams, Professionsl Associate
Arts Ministry
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The Church House
Campus Extension: 2398
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Expressions abound at Saturday's
ph: 345-74- 05
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Metal Punch Class
The Wooster Community Center
will offer and additional session of
metal punch on Wednesday,
November t, IMS, from 7 to t p.m. at
the Center (241 South Beyer Street).
Libby Smailes will teach this old
art Learn how to create a new look
in Christmas ornaments, quick gifts,
and table and home decorations.
Participants should bring a hammer
to class. All materials are included
in the course fee.
The fee for the two-ho-ur class is
$11. Class registration is limited so
early registration is suggested.
Meet the DircetAr Nlffht far th
Bed Stocking Berne is Tuesday, Oc-
tober 29 and 7:00 p.m. at the Wayne
Center for the Arts on 237 S. Walnut
Street in Wooster. Kieklines, D ano-
int. Sinffinff. Chonu. CnniMlliiu
Dramatics all in one Broadway type
community variety snow. Director,
Costumes and set are furnshed by
Cargfll Productions Co. NYC. Join in
the fun and hear plans for this year's
how. Call 2S4-3ft-fll fnr firrth In.
formation.
1 Avon
Country dance
The Wooster Community Center
will sponsor a country dance on
Saturday, November 2, 1985, from
8:00 to 11:00 p.m. at the Center (241
South Bever Street).
Traditional country dancing in
cludes line, square, folk, contra and
English country dancing. Live
music for these dances will be per
formed by the Loosely Woven String
sand and they wfll be called by BUI
and Marianne Alkire.
The fee for the dance is 13.00.
For additional information con
tact the Wooster Community Center
atZ83-520- 7.
328 East Liberty Street
Wooster
264-216- 1
Yamaha. Sony, Kenwood, Bose, Hitachi
Sharp
AUDIO AND VIDEO ACCESSORIES
COMPACT DISCS IN STOCK SPECIAL ORDERS AVAILABLE
Spce forum
The Presidentially appointed Na-
tional Commission on Space recent-
ly announced the location of a public
forum to be held in Cleveland on
Wednesday, Oct. 30, to discuss
future civilian space goals. The
forum will be in the March --
Auditorium of the Cleveland
Museum of Natural History at Wade
Oval, University Circle.
The forum will be held from
1:30pm to 5pm and 6:30pm to 9pm to
allow maximum participation of the
general public, industry and
acidemia.
Commission members Mr. Neil
Armstrong, former Apollo
astronaut, and Dr. Charles Herzfeld,
of the New York investment firm
Peterson Jacobs 4 Co., will preside
over the forum.
The purpose of the forum is to
solicit opinions from individuals con-
cerning long-ran- ge goals for United
States civilian space activity to the
year 2035. A wide diversity of views
is sought concerning the need for,
pace, and timing of manned and un-
manned exploration and exploita-
tion of space. Commission forums
are scheduled in selected cities
across the country over the next,
several months.
This event is FREE and is design-
ed to assist the National Commission
on Space in preparing a final report
for presentation to the President and
Congress in March 1988. All in-
dividuals who testify wil be recorded
and the proceedings turned over to
the National Archives as part of the
historical record of the Commission.
The Presidentially appointed
Commission was created by Con-
gress to formulate a bold and ag-
gressive civilian space agenda, to
carry America into the 21st century.
In fulfilling its duties to achieve a
consensus regarding America's
future in space, the Commission is
actively seeking input by way of
these forums, as well as soliciting
written testimony from a broad
cross section of the American
nnh!1
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Affdiirs
Tune in to the publie affairs hour
on WCWS 91.9 FM every weekday at
11 o'clock. You'll hear information
and thought-provokin- g programm-
ing. The topics for the week of Oc
tober 28th are:
Monday: "The Douglass Com
puter Network" with Winnie
Williams and Chester Andrews.
Tuesday: Convocation-- " All I
Have To Do Is Write It Up:
Misconceptions about writing" with
Prof. Michael Allen, Dept. of
English, College of Wooster.
Wednesday: "Focus on uuna"
and "Speakout on Nuclear Winter."
Thursday: 'Topics for Toaay
with Susan Schumann and Doug
White.
Friday: "Norting Education and
; - V V- - . ,
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DEN I SON
CWRU
KENYON
WOOSTER
OBERLIN
OWU
ALLEGHENY
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DEN I SON
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WOOSTER
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CASE RESERVE
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0
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0
2
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PF
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35
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61
74
PA
80
114
164
118
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OVERALL
2
1
1
0
3
3
0
WCAC
GF
48
44
24
14
31
11
9
ALLEGHENY
Gannon 2 .
DEN I SON 3
DEN I SON 2
Wheaton 2
KENYON .
17O Northern
LAST WEEK'S RESULTS .
ALLEGHENY def Rio Grande 15-- 5. 15-- 3St. Thomas More def ALLEGHENY 15-- 3. 15-- 5Valsh def ALLEGHENY 15-- 2. 15-- 6Thiel def ALLEGHENY 15-1- 0. 16-- 14
Vash & Jeff def ALLEGHENY 5-- 15. 16-1- 4. 15-- 12
Baldwin-Walla- ce def CWRU 15-- 6. 15-- 34ilaington def DENISON 15-1- 3. 15-- 11Muskingua def DTNISON 14-1- 6. 15-- 5. 15-- 12
KENYON def WOOSTER 17-1- 5. 14-1- 6. 15-- 8. 13-1- 5.
f OBERLIN def Lake Erie 15-- 9. 7-- 15. 15-- 4. 9-- 15.
J,s-x::,- ,--4.
Wooster defeated Allegheney in their second wm of the season last Saturday. Scott Rodgers
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2. WOCSTER 1
ALLEGHENY 0
Mt. Union 0
DePauw 2
DENISON 0
Wittenberg 0
2. KtNYON
15 Rochester 2, OBERLIN
3iOtterbein 4. OBERLIN
lbOuER.IN 0. Hi ran 0
22 0WO 7. Wilaingtor 0
26 OWU 3. CWRU 1
24 Rochester 2. WOOSTER
Scots back on winning ffrccfi
Down gators 24-2- 1
1
0
By Dave Carey
On the strength of 14 fourth
quarter points, the Wooster Scots
ran their overall record to 2--4 (1-&NC- AC)
in defeating the Allegheny
Gators 24-2-1 Saturday at Severance
Stadium. In taming back the Gators,
the Scots broke their four game los-
ing streak in exploding for their
largest point total to date.
Allegheny got on the board with
5:1 to go in the first quarter on a
Mark Lamendola f yard touchdown
pass. Jon Bulkley responded by
returning the Allegheny Uckoff 53
yards to the Gator 37. With the help
of an Allegheny penalty the Scots got
the ball inside the 10 where they had
to settle for a Dave Baka U yard
field goaL
The next score was precipitated
by the entrance of Don Matthews in-
to the game. The freshman quarter-
back entered the game following a
Tim Scott interception, and prompt-
ly engineered an 11 play N yard
drive culminating in a 10 yard
touchdown pan from Matthews to
Mike Woltman. The big play in the
drive was a Tom Kincaid 45 yard off
tackle run that got Wooster off their
own 10 and into Allegheny territory.
For the day, Kincaid gained 121
yards on 11 carries and a measure of
revenge against the team that ended
his season last year when he suf-
fered a concussion and was carried
off the field.
The second half opened with
Wooster leading 10-- 7, but that did not
last as the Gators responded after a
missed field goal with a 27 yard
touchdown pass from NCAC offen
sive player of ue wee Marx
Lamendola to John Stiefvater. Stief--
NC- - FI"LD HOCKEY STATISTICS
STANDINGS
Heidelberg def KENYON 15-- 8. 15-- 9Findlay def KENYON 8-- 15. 15-1- 2. TF-- 10
KENYON def CWRU 15-- 8. 15-1- 1. 15-- 9 --Hiraa def CWRU 15-1- 3. 18-- 16Marietta def OWU 15-- 5. 15-- 8
Muskineua d' OWU 15-- 1. 15-- 9
.
WOOSTER def Capital 15-- 3. 15-- :. 15-- 6
WOOSTER def CWRU 15-- 2. 15-- 6. 15-- 7
15-- 10
1' '
STANDINGS NCAC OVERALL LAST WEEK'S RESULTS:
r t I GF GA W L T GF GA
'
.
OBERLIN 2 . ALLEGHENY 1
ALLEGHENY 7 1 1 33 11 8 2 1 37 14 j ALLEGHENY , KENYON 2
OBERLIN 6 0 3 26 1? 7 4 2 27 15 : OWU 1. CWRU O
DENISON 5 1 2 16 5 7 4 2 27 15 Wilain-to- n 2. DENISON 0
KENYON 4.4 1 19 17 4 5 1 21 18 DENISON 5. Mt St Jo IOHIO WESLEYAN 4 5 1 13 14 4 6 1 13 17 OWU 2. KENYAN 1
CASE RESERVE 18 0 9 ' 30 1 8 0 9 30 Xavier 6. OBERLIN 0WOOSTER 0 8 0 14 31 1 3 0 14 40 OBERLIN 2. WOOSTER 1
'
ncac cross coiWTRY REP6RT
RESULTS FROM DENISON INVITATIONAL HELD AT GRANVILLE. OHIO:
MEN : 24 WOOSTFR
50 CWRU
68 DENISON
85 KENYON
--
.27.17 Dan Coffaan. Denlson
:27.34 Paul Fleaing. Wooster first
--
secor'' -
WOMEN:
: 17.46
:17.51
Dayton 9. WOOSTER 0
Patty Saanlk. WoosterCatallna Girona. Keny"- -
NCAC,
vater had a step on his man. and reel-
ed in his second touchdown catch of
the game. He finished with five cat-
ches for 100 yards with two
touchdowns.
The fourth quarter began with
Allegheny leading Wooster 12-1-0 and
stayed this way until Kevin Howard,
who had his best game of the season.
recovered a Lamendola fumble at
the Gator XL Six plays later. Kick
Stern was in the end zone and the
Scots dung to a precarious 17-1-2
lead.
Allegheny was forced to punt on
their next possession, and the Scots
scored an insurance touchdown that
proved to be erudal on a four play 22
yard drive. Two runs by Kincaid
earned 2, then 25 yards, before the
bigplay of the game. Tight end Mike
Woltman stayed at the line of scrim-
mage on the snap before cutting into
the middle where Matthews hit him
with a quick pass that Woltman car-
ried for a 50 yard gain to Allegheny's
4. Already known as a good receiver,
Woltman slowed some speed on the
play, which led to Rick Stern's se
cond toocndown of ue game, a four
yard run.
Wooster led 24-1-2, gave up one more
Allegheny touchdown and a two
point conversion, but stopped the
Gators on their final possession to
preseve the win.
The final statistics are deceptive:
Allegheny had more first downs,
more yards rushing and more yards
passing, but still lost. The Scots
however scored when they had to
and Allegheny committed 11
penalties. 0 fumbles and botched two
Continued on Page 11
W L J GF GA
DENISON 6 0 1 17 4
WOOSTFR 5 1 1 21 4
OHlO WESLEY AN 3 5 0 7 18
OBERLIN 1 5 1 5 20
KENYON 1 5 16 10
10
9
9
3
2
OVERALL
GF
31
33
9
13
GA
10
16
i6
26
16
LAST WEEK'S RESULTS:
DENISGN 3. Earlhaa 0
DENISON 1, Bethany 0
KENYON 5. OBERLIN 1
OWU 6. Marietta 0
OWU 3. Lake Erie 1
WOOSTER 4 . OWU 0
Notre Dae 3. WOOSTER
WOOSTER 3. Wittenberg
II02TH
COAST
ATHLETIC
coiirnnniCE
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My PeirspecuDve...
MCAC vs. Inequality
By David Dean
A little over two weeks ago the men's cross country
coach Jim Bean announced, with a note of disappoint-
ment, that the meeting with all the NCAC Athletic
Directors had decided the fate of the Junior Varsity race
at conference. In their infinite wisdom, they had decid-
ed to scratch the jv race. "What could be their ra-tionalebe- hind
the decision?" or "Which school voted for
the proposal?" Those and other questions circulated
around the room as many or them realized that the
following weekend would be the end of the season.
It had been a hard transition period last year as we
entered into the North Coast Athletic Conference and
many of us were not sure how to deal with the validity of
the competition. When Wooster made the decision to
leave the Ohio Athletic Conference (OAC) the decision
was based on two reasons. Wooster and other
"academic" liberal arts division III institutions decided
to form a "new" conference which instilled the tradi-
tional "equal coexistence" of academics and athletics.
When the blueprint for the conference was complete
"equal participation" for men and women was stressed
as the new "philosophy" of the new conference. The in-
stitutions that were chosen to be a member of the con-
ference were selected on their academic merit and
philosophy of athletics : play hard but have fun.
Most of the institutions are located in Ohio except for
Allegheny College which is located in Meadville, Penn-
sylvania. Last year's conference championship was
held at Ohio Wesleyan University and for many it was
quite a haul so about a month later athletic directors
met and decided, because its central location with
regard to the other schools, The College of Wooster
would become the permanent site for Conference. When
the athletic directors met this semester they decided
that since there are not any other iv championships in
the conference it would be financially burdensome to
sponsor one.
When I heard this I felt this was a very sad day in
NCAC. Never mind that 25 men, who worked just as
hard as the varsity squad, will have to sit out the rest of
the season because the directors, and not the coaches
who know more about the sport, decided that money is
more important than competition. Never mind that the
cross country budget has been and will continue to be
deplorable and unproportional to the amount who par-
ticipate.
It appears to me (and to others who are affected) that
the insensitive and biased directors feel that when thebudget needs to be cut it should be at the expense of
cross country.
What really baffled me was the decision just a few
days ago to allow a jv race on Friday afternoon if teams
had a jv squad to race. What is the difference between
having an Open race on Friday and not one on Satur-
day? It seems to me that teams will have to spend more
either in housing costs or transportation to allow their jv
squad to run on Friday. Ahhh, now things are becoming
much clearer. The directors know that by scheduling ajv race on Friday the chances of a team snowing up will
be next to none. It all boils down to a prevailing insen-
sitive attitude toward a sport that does not create agreat deal of revenue for the school. When budgets need
to be cut they do what the Reagan administration does
to social spending; they cut where you just can't cut any
more. If The College of Wooster and other institutions
are only interested in revenue making rather than
healthy competition then I suggest we change our status
to Division I. However I have yet to see a full football
stadium this year and in the past attendance at other
"revenue" sports has been ridiculous. If, however, a
winning season is the prerequisite for a good budget
then the men's cross country team should be at the top.
The NCAC instills the idea that "equal" participation
and competition should prevail. This suggests to me
that a budget should do the same.
Come support the Scots
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The women's field hockey team
performing well this season.
Field Hockey
play well
By Bob Murphy
The Women's Field Hockey team
has been showing some very good
ilay as of late, winning two of their
ast three games, and collecting a
forfeit, putting their season record
at 10-4-- 1. They are 6-1- -1 in North
Coast Athletic Conference play,
ranked only behind Denison. In
NCAA Division Top 20 poll as of two
weeks ago, the Scots were ranked
twentieth in Division m.
A week ago Thursday, October 16,
the Scots played Ohio Wesleyan, and
defeated them 4-- 0. The Scots' first
foal came by NCAC scoring leader,enior Captain Carol Martin,
unassisted, with 11:28 left to go in
the half. This was followed soon
after with a goal by Lisa Blacks dar,
from an assist by Linda Stevenson.
This occurred with 7:56 left to go. In
the second half, goals were scored
by Aggie Belt, on her own, and Carol
Martin again, from and assist by
KateKoehler.
Coach Sheila Noonan was very
satisfied with the team's play in the
game. "Before the start of the game,
we set as one of our goals to have a
defensive shut-ou- t. We accomplish-
ed this with tight matching(coverage) and very consistent
play. I was also glad that everyone
was able to play.
On October 18, a Friday, the Scots
played one of the most exciting
games of the year, against Division I
Notre Dame. The Fighting Irish beat
the Fighting Scots 3-- 1, but the Scots
showed that they can play tough ball
with any team. The Scots came out
charging very hard, and refused to
give any ground to the Irish, with
Kim Rowland scoring the first goal
off an assist by Kate Koehler, with
23:27 time remaining. Then, with
10:35 left in the half, Notre Dame's
Lorinne DiGiacomo scored the first
of what would be a total of three
assisted goals in the game. By the
second half, the Scots had come
1,
Q
Scott Rodgers
continues to
down a bit, and DiGiacomo was able
to put in goals with 15:16, and 8:41
left in the half, respectively.
Despite the loss, coach Noonan
said "I was really pleased with the
way the team played. The first 25
minutes of the game were the best
we have played all year." Goalie
Sara Heath had a simply outstan-
ding game, with 19 saves, keeping
Wooster in the game the whole way.
Carol Martin also had an even better
than usual, as did right outsideJ;ameorward Kate Koehler. Coach
Noonan hopes to keep playing Notre
Dame in the future.
One day later, the field hockey
team was at it again, playing Wttten-bur-g
College, again on the Cindy
Barr Memorial Field.
Wittenburg, ranked third in Ohio,
came out of the locker room charg-
ing, and nearly took the Scots right
at the start. "Sara Heath made at
least five saves in the early part of
the game, and that made all the dif-
ference," said Noonan. However,
once the Scotties had warmed up,
they proceeded to dominate Witten-
burg, beating them 3-- 1. Carol Mar-
tin scored the team's first goal,
unassisted, with 13:09 left in the first
half. She also scored Woosters last
goal, again unassisted, with 11:51 to
go in the second. In between the
Carol Martin show, Kim Rowland
scored a goal with 21:55 remaining
in the second half. Jessica
Skolnikoff had the assist. Witten-- b
org's only goal came with a little
more than five minutes left in the
game, off an excellent shot that
goalie Heath never had a chance at.
"We improved as the game went
on," said the coach. "Lisa
Blackadar and Jessica Skolnikoff,
center back, both had good games
fnfnt
With Oberlin having forfeited last
Tuesday's game(October 22), due to
injuries, the Scots' next games are
Continued on rage u
in their ast home football game
Soccer never
gives up
ByDinaDajam
One important tiling can oe saw.
about the women's soccer team;
they never give up. Last Saturday
the scots nearly up set ue uoerun
team. However, Oberlin came out on
top with a final score of 2-- 1. Wooster
aw its record aroo to l-- s.
Wooster orobably played its best
same of the season. At the end of the
first half, the score was 1-- 0 in favor
of the Scots. Anne Hanranan scorea
the goal which was her third of the
season, second mgnest on tne team.
The Wooster offense worked very
well together and got off several
good shorts on goal, but the ball just
did not seem to nno ue nei.
Julie Michael played the entire
fame in soal and was outstanding.
She came out of the eoal several
times and made excellent saves,
keeping Oberlin scoreless in the first
half. Oberlin was, however, a Die io
put two balls in the net in the second
half enabling them to win the game.
The Scots7 Dlay has proved to be
inconsistent this season. One pro
blem with the team is that it has
cored only 13 goals in 10 games
while their opponents have
outacored them bv nutting 38 balls in
the net. Wooster has also been
beaten by some teams which do not
have the talent the Scots boast.
Coaeh Barb DeLuca believes tne
season has at least been a good lear
ning experience for the team. "Tney
have a lot of ootential." she said
"and will oly get better as they learn
how to adapt to eachother's playing
abilities."
The Scots will be looking to im
orove their record against Wilm
Inirton. who they play on October 23,
and Auegneny, wno mey piay on we
28th. Both games are away. The
final home came of the season will
be played on Wednesday October 30
against Denison at 3:30. Come out to
the varsity soccer field to cheer the
For your convenience
Flcir Travel
Consultants
346 E. Bowmen St
Book now for
Thanksgiving and
Christmas
Cell 264-650- 5
Your EURAILPASS
headquarters
JUST OFF THE
COLLEGE CAMPUS
Registered Ohio Travel Agent
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Cross country heads to finish
By Chuck Brady
Becky Pickett
The last few weeks have been
weeks of experimentation for the
Wooster fighting Scots cross country
team. The last two weeks' meets
have been opportunities to test
themselves and run with some of the
best in mid-we-st cross country.
Working all season on bringing their
top seven runners closer together,
Wooster culminated their period of
pace and strategy experimentation
by demolishing the relatively small
field at last Saturday's Denison In-
vitational in Granville, Ohio.
Denison University's Dan Coff-
in an led the race from start to finish,
but after him the story was all
Wooster's golden wave. Wooster
runners took the next three places
led by Junior Paul Fleming in 27:34
with sophomores Todd Fach (27:43)
and Chuck Brady (27:59) close
behind. In 7th place was sophomore
Scott Hellor (28:11) followed by
freshman Todd Kelleher (28:28) in
10th place, and Junior Dave Dean(23:37) in 11th place. Dave Toy, a
freshman, made his first ap-
pearance in Wooster's top seven
with a time of 29:32. Wooster's pack
running enabled the Scots to lead the
five team field with 24 points. Case
Western, who chose to send their B
team, took second in the race with
50 points, leaving Denison (68) Ke-ny- on
(85) and Capital (incomplete).
Wooster's JV runners, in what may
be their last race of the season due to
a decision by the NCAC that there
ean be no open race at the NCAC
championship meet, put out an
equally good showing. After the var-
sity seven runners, the next five
placed. , within . 18 seconds .of each
other. Scott Ifichalek placed first
among the JV squad after being
plagued with a cramp throughout
the entire race to finish with a time
of 29:48. Following him were Dave
Brandt (29:48), Chris Trievers
(29:50), Brent Bunnell (30:00) and
Andy Thorpe (30:04). Now the Scots
have two weeks with which to
prepare for the ncac conference
ChampionsbjpstobeheldatWM
weekend
By Bob Murphy
The college of wooster women's
volleyball team had a very suc
cessful weekend, coming very close
to pulling off three wins in a row.
This raises their season record to 10
wins, 15 losses. The Scots are 2--1 in
conference play. This record is pen-
ding the outcomes of October 22nd
games against Ohio Wesleyan and
Ohio Dominican.
On Thursday, October 17. the
Scots traveled to Capital College,
and beat them in one of their most
over-poweri- ng games of the year.
Coming off a four game losing
streak, the Volleyball team was
quite fired-u-p, winning in straight
sets. 15-- 3. 15-- 1, l6. commenting on
the second set in particular, coach
Bill Skelly said: "It is almost im
possible to hold a team to one game
(win) in a set." senior us Kesek
Iilayed a big role in the CApital Col-eg- edefeat, with 64 percent kill rate
at the net, which is outstanding wnen
one considers that a kill rate of 30
percent is considered very good.
Two days later, on Saturday Oc
tober 19, the Scots traveled to Ke
nyon College to take on both Kenyon
and case western Reserve. Tneir
on November 2nd. While Case
Western is still favored, the Scots
feel that with a strong pack running
near the front, breaking up Case
Western's attack, they have a
legitimate chance at claiming the
victory.
Last weekend, the women's cross
country team ran conference rival
Kenyon into the ground by a score of
19 to 42 at the Denison Invitational.
There was little other competition
for the running Seotties as the host
team ran only three runners while
Capital and Case Western were no-sho- ws.
"We've established ourselves as a
team to be reckoned with," says
coach Craig Penney. "We're tough
both mentally and physically."
Patty Smanik set the pace on the
Denison course and won in a time of
17:48. Amanda Paglow, Stephanie
Scierka, Lis Iforan, and Nancy
Nystrom followed in order as 3rd,
4th, 5th, and 6th, respectively. Other
finishers for the team were Katie
Keller. 8th; Becky Pickett. 9th; Jean
Danowski, 11th; Cheri Dunbar, 13th;
Angle Sinopoli. 15th; and Helle
Christoffersen, 16th.
Freshman Angle Sinopoli com-
mented, "I feel we all worked
together and ran pretty well con-
sidering the letdown we felt once we
got there and found out that some of
the teams we had expected weren't
competing."
The runners now have a two week
break from competition before the
Conference meet. Wooster will host
the NCAC meet on November 2nd.
The top two teams will qualify for
Begionals
flww Arun 4crtit haw la as rftA fai- -
fere nee meet." says Penney
"We're going to have to be more ag-- 4
gressive . The goal were working
towards is to cut down the time span!
between our first and seventh run--j
ners to only one minute."
The home team stands a strong
chance of qualifying for Begionals J
Come out on November 2nd to sup- -
Volleyball ivins this past
first match was against Case
Reserve, whom the Scots handed a
sound defeat In a straight three
sets. Wooster won 15-- 2, 15-- 6, 15-- 7,
Their next match against Kenyon
was perhaps their closest and most
hardly fought of the year. In two and
a half hours of play, Kenyon just
edged out the Scots 15-1- 7. 16-1-4, 8-1- 5,
15-1- 3, and finally 10-1-5.
Coach Bil Skelly had many things
to say about the Kenyon game:"Ke-nyo- n
is a much improved team this
year. For one thing they now have a
six foot tall freshman playing the
net Also our serving bothered us in
the third match." Indeed, that may
have been the key. In their previous
two matches, the team bad been ser-
ving at above the 90 percent rate.
Against Kenyon. they were down a
bit to 84 percent still quite good, but
that might have made the
As the volleyball team comes up
on the ending stretch of their season.
Skelly is looking forward to the
games ahead. He says that both he
and the team are pleased with their
play in the last few games,
"...though obviously everyone would
have been happier had we beaten
Kenyon." Skelly says their game
plan for the rest of the season
THE
SHOP
679 Portage Road .
Football
Continued from Page 9
attempted field goals. The team that
executes wins, and wnen it came
down to it Wooster did andAllegheny did not Now, it is time to
turn our attention to Ohio Wesleyan,
an eminently beatable team. The
Battling Bishops defeated Oberlin
for their only win of the season,
although they held Wabash to a 14-1-4
tie. The game is at Severance
Stadium,game time Is 1:30 as the
Scots try for their first two game
winning streak in a couple of years.
Hope to see you there.
strongest team on the floor as long
as we can. We are helped in this by
having a goo bench. I think we are
coming up on the peak of our season.
We seem to have put our act
together, and we are looking very
strong."
Senior Tami Allen is having an ex-
ceptional season this year, with an
89 percent serving ratio, as well as a
88 percent serve reception mark. If
she can move her kill percentage up
a bit which she has been doing as of
late, she will be a serious contender
for Ail-Americ- an. Also having great
seasons are Seniors Liz Resek and
Nnra TjiuIi
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Junior to participle in Ironmon
Contest
News Services
College of Wooster junior Pat
Bauerle, a native of Abinton, Pa.,
openly admits she had something to
prove - both to herself and ner
peers.
"I was never much of an athlete,
but I loved to participate," she said.
"I was always teased about my lack
of ability in sports, and I wanted to
show people I was better then they
thought"
With that in mind, Bauerle, at 5--4,
120 lbs., entered a qualifying event
for the October 28 Bud Light Iron-ma-n
Triathalon, in which men and
women will participate. She was one
of 1.250 athletes selected to par-
ticipate from a pool of more than
12,000 applicants after finishing
fourth in the 19-and-un- der category.
The triple event, whkh must be
completed in 17 hours, consists of a
2.4 mile ocean swim, followed by a
112 mile bicycle race and a 26.2 mile
marathon.
Bauerle trains 10-1- 2 hours each
day since completing a psychology
practieum in California October 2.
Preparation for the event is
rigorous and demanding. Her day
begins at 7a.m. with a 2.4 mile ocean
swim in the frigid waters of the
Pacific. Following a 15-min- ute
break to change clothes and eat a
few bananas or granola bars, she
begins a grueling 40 to 80 mile bike
ride. After another short break, she
begins a six to eight mile run.
Bauerle, who already has spent
more than .1,000 preparing and
training, said her goals for the event
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Patricia Bauerle is competing in the Ironman Contest
tomorrow."
are simple.
"I just want to finish in the allotted
time," she said. "Then I will have
accomplished something."
ByPatSchmitz
The Cleveland Browns snatched
defeat from the jaws of victory last
Sunday, losing to the Oakland, uh,
Los Angeles Raiders by a final score
of 21-2-0. The Browns were flatter
than day-ol- d beer in the first half,
and went into the lockeroom trailing
14--7. The only drive that the Browns
could mount in the first half was
keyed by a 35 yard pass from Bernie
Kosar to Clarence Weathers, which
led to a one-yar- d run by Earnest
Byner. Weathers pulled a hamstr-
ing on the play, and was tost for the
rest of the game. In the second halt
two Matt Bahr field goals and a
seven-yar- d touchdown strike from
Kosar to Kevin Mack gave the
Browns a 20-1-4 lead early in the
fourth quarter. Meanwhile, the
defense held the Raiders, and even
set up Mack's touchdown with an Al
Gross interception. When the chips
were down, however, the Raiders
Wilson threw a 24 yard gainer to
Marcus Allen while in the grasp of
Chin Banks. Don Rogers barely
missed an interception in the end
zone, and Hanford Dixon was charg
ed with a questionable interference
call. The final drive ended as Wilson
found tight end Todd Christensen in-t- he
end sone on a fourth and goal
play with 29 seconds left from eight
yards out
Kosar was 10 of 22 for 139 yards
and one touchdown in a decent ef-
fort and remains a candidate for the
number one quarterback spot The
offensive line allowed only two
sacks, but running backs Mack and
Byner combined for only 108 yards
on 34 carries. Greg Allen might be in
line for more action soon. On thel
plus side, in a dubious way, was the
fact that John Jefferson caught his
i
first pass as a Brown, a seven-yar- d
grab as the clock ran out in the
fourth quarter.
The Browns record stands at 4--3,
and they are still in first place in the
AFC Central Division, one game on
top of the Steelers, and two games
ahead of the Bengals. ClevelandwQl
host the Washington Redskins this
Sunday at the Stadium. The Red-
skins may be 3-- 4, but the last time
that Washington played in Cleveland
was on October 26, 1975, and the
'Skins won that one, 23--7.
The Cleveland Cavs finally signed
hold-o- ut point guard John Bagley to
a long-ter- m contract last week, and
Bagley did not appear rusty in his
first exhibition game, scoring 10
points and dishing out 10 assists in
limited action.
Field Hochoy
marched down the field, as Mare f Continued from Page 10
in this weekend's All Ohio Tourna-
ment The Scots are seeded second,
behind Denison. If all goes well as it
has during the regular season, the(Scots will wind up facing the Big Red
in the finals on Saturday. The top
finishers in this tourney will go on to
the Regional Tourney at Eariham
College the first weekend of
November, winding up the season.
Coach Noonan is looking forward
to the tournament and is gearing
the team up for the probable con-
frontation with Denison to come.
Their previous matches have
resulted in a loss and a tie. "I feel
we have to concentrate on our men-
tal conditioning, getting the team to
be rally alert for the entirety of tnegame. There is no reason why we
can't beat Denison in this
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October 25 - December 1
. Friday October 25
Saturday October 26
Sunday October 27
Tuesday October 29
Wednesday October 30
Thursday October 31
LI
October 25-2-7: Parent's Weekend
Art Exhibit in College of Wooster Art Museum: 1 1
Equals 2
Film: Beverly Hill Cop 7:00 and 9:30 p.m. in Mateer
$1.00
The Chinese Magic Revue: McGaw Chapel 8:00p.m.
Travel: Kenyon College Folk Festival-Lea- ve Lowry
Center at 9:00 a.m.
Film: Beverly Hills Cop 7:00 and 9:30 p.m.--Mateer
$1.00
Mixed Concert: Jazz Ensemble, Wooster Chorus,
Wooster Symphony Orchestra-McGa- w Chapel 7:30p.m.
Travel: Canadian Brass Concert at Severance Hall-Lea-ve
Lowry Center at 1 : 30 p.m.
Limits and Constraints: Gender, Race, Class- - The
Limits of Personhood-Pau- le Marshall Freedlander
Theater 7:30 p.m.
Convocation: All I Have To Do Is Write It Up:
Misconceptions About Writing-Profes- sor Michael Allen
Mateer 11:00 a.m.
. Limits and Constraints: Vhe Limits of Culture-N- eil
Postman Freedlander Theater 7:30 p.m.
French Film Series: Un Coeur Simple-Libr- ary Film
Preview Room 7:30 p.m.
Ichabod's: 9:00-11:0- 0 p.m.
Pit Flicks: L.C. Pit during dinner
It will be mostly sunny today with a high of 60t "5. Tonight promises to be Mostly cieir ana
cool with a low of 34 to 39. Parents' weeKena is
v,airr nn upI 1 wPothpndsG. Skies will be sunny
t--o nartlv sunnv on Saturday and Sunday with
mostly clear conditions both nights. Highs will
range from 63 to 68 totn days, ana lows
be in the 43 to 4b range both orniigs. TKIVIa:
A norther is a strong coia wina troiu tue
which sweeps over the Gulf States of the U.".,i4
the Gulf of Mexico in the winter. This outbreak
1
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HtVA. "J J J WALK MS WELCOMKI V iVl KM APPOINTMENT QUIHW 264-899- 0A Jfti'rL 149 E. LIBERTY REAR
ttHM 3Wl IN THE NEWBURRY BULDING
teg Sroffa
"SPECDAL OFFER
Have a Coke
Tradwnarti
with your TACO purchase
Ooo mly ml partlclaatlaa Taco Qraatfe
Kcalaaraatai
322 Beall Avenue 1220 Uncolnway
Wooster. OH 44691 Masslllon. Off 44646
"Scot-fre- e"
to all
co.w.
students
with I.D.
M0N-TH- UR
1 0:30-- 1 1 :00
FRI-SA- T.
10:30- - 12:00
SUN
H :00-11:- 00
